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Abstract-Most devices in ubiquitous network
environment have limited memory and processing power,
thus they can't provide all services even when in suitable
locations. Mobile agent technology could be implemented
to improve resource efficiency. The goal of this paper is
to propose mobile agent technology in location-based
service. The system consists of three parts: (1) mobile
agent server, (2) location-based service server, .(3) client.
It is observed that mobile agent offers many advantages
for ubiquitous and mobile computing settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
CCORDING to Mark Weiser [6] and referenced
by Ichiro Satoh [3], a goal of ubiquitous
computing is to provide various services by

making multiple computers available throughout the
physical environment, but, in effect, making them
invisible to the user. Another purpose of ubiquitous
computing is to integrate physical world with
cyberspace. In fact, today technology is able to detect
location and position of someone or an object.
Context-awareness, particularly user-awareness and
location-awareness, become a very important feature
of the services currently used in everyday life [3].

According to Ichiro Satoh [3], ubiquitous
computing devices is not suitable to provide services
that have multiple purposes and personalized services,
because most of the devices tend to have limited
storage capacity and processing power thus unable to
maintain a variety of software and profile databases on
the users.

However Sawal [4] noted that the use of mobile
agent technology could make resources used more
efficiently. Resources can be more efficient because
mobile agent could be implemented in a model where
a program code sent to a data location or a node, that
program code is a mobile agent. The code only gathers
required data to be sent back to client. A mobile agent
uses the network only for a relatively short period
during this migration [5]. This process could reduce
the use of resources.

This paper will introduce mobile agent technology
as a mechanism for deployment of location-based
services. Since most devices used in ubiquitous and
mobile environment only have limited resources, they

cannot provide all services required due to limited
computational resources, even if they are at suitable
locations [3]. Thus, mobile agent could be used to
deploy services dynamically to support devices that
need services.

II. APPROACH
The goal of this paper is to propose implementation of
mobile agent technology in location-based services.

A. Example Scenario
To outline the goal of this paper, we present a

scenario for it. A user enters a building, and finds
himselflherself need to print a document. A printing
service can be included in location-based services, so
that when he/she connected to local area network,
he/she will be offered list of services that run on the
network. Then he/she will be able to print his/her
document through mobile agent technology.

B. Location-sensing Systems
To make the scenario work, system or user must

know that location-based services are offered at
current connected network. So there're two approaches
to achieve this. First, user device check periodically
whether it connected to a network where there are
services offered. Second, a server in the network set to
check for newly connected device and send
information to the device that there are services
offered in the network.

C. Location-based Services
Location-based services utilize location information

from an entity, process it and give relevant services
from user point of view.

In ubiquitous computing environment, the system
must support broad range of device which many of
them may have limited memory and processing power.
To overcome this situation mobile agent technology
introduced to deploy services to the user.
Mobile agent has the following advantages for

ubiquitous and mobile computing settings: [3]
• Each mobile agent can travel from computer to

computer under its own control. When a mobile agent
moves to another computer, both the code and the state
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of the agent are transferred to the destination. Each
agent only needs to be present on the device at the
time when the device is required to offer the services
provided by that agent. Therefore, mobile agent can
help to conserve the limited resources of computing
devices. After arriving at its destination, a mobile
agent can continue working without losing the results .

• Since each mobile agent is programmable entity,
the framework enables application-specific services,
including the user interface and application logic, to be
implemented within mobile agents. It then separates
application-specific services from itself. Therefore, it
can be a general infrastructure for a variety of
location-aware services. It can also directly access
various equipment belonging to that device as long as
the security mechanisms of the device permit this.

D. Java Agent Development Framework (JADE)
To make use of mobile agents, a system has to

incorporate a mobility framework. The framework has
to provide facilities that support all of the agent
modes, including the navigation model. For the life-
cycle model, we need services to create, destroy, start,
suspend, stop, etc, agents. The computational model
refers to the computational capabilities of an agent,
which include data manipulation and thread control
primitives. The security model describes the ways in
which agents can access network resources, as well as
the ways of accessing the internals of the agents from
the network. The communication model defines the
communication between agents and between an agent
and other entities (e.g., the network). All issues
referring to transporting an agent (with it without its
state) between two computational entities residing in
different locations are handled by the navigation
model. Obviously, the framework incurs certain costs
including increased memory requirements and
execution and access delays on every participating
device. The underlying technology, however, is
evolving rapidly [I].

JADE (Java Agent Development framework) is a
completely distributed middleware system with a
flexible infrastructure allowing easy extension with
add-on modules. The framework facilitates the
development of complete agent-based applications by
means of a run-time environment implementing the
life-cycle support features required by agents, the core
logic of agents themselves, and a rich suite of
graphical tools. JADE is written completely in Java
[2].

III. DESIGN

The system consists of three parts: (1) mobile agent
server, (2) location-based service server, (3) client.
The first part provides method for location-based
service and clients interact. As shown in Fig.l , mobile
agent will check for new connected device on the

network periodically. And when a client found an
agent will inform location-based service server which
in turn will send up-to-date list of offered service at the

Laptop-PT
Client

Fig.!. The system consists of three parts: (I) Mobile Agent Server,
(2) Location-based service server, (3) Client.

network. For example, client will choose print service;
an agent will carry the document to available printer.

A. Mobile Agent Server
Mobile agent server is home to JADE. This is where

agents will be managed in system. Mobile agent server
will be responsible for advertisement of its capabilities
and a runtime system for executing and migrating
mobile agents.

B. Mobile Agent
Agent is essentially a special software component

that has autonomy that provides an interoperable
interface to an arbitrary system and agent system can
be based on a solitary agent working within an
environment and if necessary interacting with its users
[2].

An agent is autonomous, because it operates
without the direct intervention of humans or others and
has control over its action and internal state. An agent
is social, because it cooperates with humans or other
agents in order to achieve its tasks. An agent is
reactive, because it perceives its environment and
responds in a timely fashion to changes that occur in
the environment. An agent is proactive, because it
does not simply act in response to its environment but
is able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking
initiative. An agent is mobile, with the ability to travel
between different nodes in a computer network [2].
Fig.2 illustrates the mechanism of the mobility
characteristic of an agent. Program Code' (C) is a
mobile agent that can move from one host to other host
using resources (R) in machine (M) at that host.
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Fig. 2. Design of distributed system with mobile agent

The following code is a simple "Hello world"
program in that illustrates mobile agent. This code
implements cyclic behavior each time a m.essage is
received, it prints the message onto the standard output
and replies to the sender with a 'Hello!' message.

import jade.core.Agent;
import
jade.core.behaviours.CyclicBehavio
ur;
import jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage;

public class HelloWorld extends
Agent{

public void setup() {
System.out.println("Hello. My

name is "+getlocalname());

addBehaviour(new
CyclicBehaviour() {

public void action() {
ACLMessage msgRx = receive();
If (msgRx != null) {

System.out.println(MsgRx);
ACLMessage msgTx = .

msgRx.createreply();
msgTx.setContent("Hello!U) ;
send (msgTx) ;
} else {
block ();

}
}) ;

Fig. 3. Source code of "hello world" with mobile agent

C. Location-based Service Server

Location-based service server provides and
maintains up-to-date information about services
offered at the network. Location-based service is
utilizing location information from an entity, process it
and give relevant service from user point of view.

Sitae

: connect

: fetchServiceUst

Servicet.Ist

. mcvenocument

Fig. 4. Sequence diagram of the system.

The mechanism of request-response a service is
described in FigA. To request a service the client need
to connect to mobile agent server. Then mobile agent
server will request service list to location-based
service server, after receiving up-to-date list of
available services mobile agent server will send the list
to aforementioned client. In this case a printer service
is chosen by client. Chosen document by client will be
moved to printer service. All communication is
through mobile agent technology.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed implementation of mobile agent
technology in location-based services. With mobile
agent, devices with limited resources in ubiquitous
environment could provide services smoothly.
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